264 MT CARGO TRANSPORTED
92 ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTED
42 DESTINATIONS REACHED
4 PRIORITY LOCATIONS (20% SERVED)
3 CONVOYS COORDINATED
72 REQUESTS COMPLETED

SERVICE USERS BY ORGANISATION TYPE
60% INGOs
26% UN AGENCIES
14% NGOs

1% ROAD
78% HELICOPTER
21% FIXED WING

TOTAL CARGO BY MEANS OF TRANSPORT
82% OF AIR ROTATIONS PERFORMED

TONNAGE DELIVERY BY SECTOR
35% NUTRITION
24% GENERAL PROGRAMME
19% SHELTER
7% WASH
15% OTHER

HUB HIGHLIGHT
BOR
152 MT TRANSPORTED BY AIR

TRAINING
4 TRAININGS
120 PEOPLE TRAINED
56% INGOs
25% UN AGENCIES
19% UN

FUNDING
FUNDING 90% RESOURCES
UK 12%
USAID 66%
UN 12%
UNEP 5%
UK 12%
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